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Abstract 
 
Introduction: The absolute and proportional numbers of elderly patients diagnosed with localized 
prostate cancer (PCa) are on the rise. We examined treatment trends and reimbursement figures in 
localized PCa patients aged ≥80 years. 
Methods: Between 2000 and 2008, we identified 30 217 localized PCa patients aged ≥80 years in 
Surveillance, Epidemiology and End Results (SEER)-Medicare-linked database. Alternative 
treatment modalities consisted of conservative management (CM), radiation therapy (RT), radical 
prostatectomy (RP), and primary androgen-deprivation therapy (PADT). For all four modalities, 
utilization and reimbursements were examined.  
Results: PADT was the most frequently used treatment modality between 2000 and 2005. CM 
became the dominant treatment modality from 2006‒2008. RP rates were marginal and RT ranked 
third and its annual rate increased from 20.77% in 2000 to 29.13% in 2008. Median individual 
reimbursement of RT was highest and ranged from $29 343 in 2000 to $31 090 in 2008, followed 
by RP (from $20 560 in 2000 to $19 580 in 2008), PADT (from $18 901 in 2000 to $8000 in 2008) 
and CM (from $1824 in 2000 to $1938 in 2008). RT contributed to most of the cumulative annual 
reimbursements from 2003 (49.24%) to 2008 (72.97%). PADT ranked first from 2000 (54.56%) to 
2002 (50.49%), but decreased by 19.40% in 2008. CM’s contribution increased from 4.42% in 2000 
to 6.96% in 2008. RP share of reimbursements was stable during the study period. 
Conclusions: Our results, focusing on localized PCa treatment in patients aged ≥80 years, showed 
an important increase in rates, median cost, and proportion of cumulative cost related to RT.  



 

 

 
Introduction  
Prostate cancer (PCa) is the most common non-cutaneous malignancy in American men, with 
estimates of 161,360 new cases for 2017.1 About one quarter (24.3%) of patients are diagnosed 
after 75 years old.2 Elderly patients tend to have more aggressive or advanced tumors at diagnosis 
than their younger counterparts, but their shorter life-expectancy and increasing burden of 
comorbidities often limit their treatment options.3,4 Contemporary reports and guidelines favor 
conservative management (CM) for patients with localized PCa with a life-expectancy ≤10 years. 
Moreover, no contemporary guidelines or reports recommend primary androgen deprivation 
therapy (PADT) in such individuals.5-10 Based on these considerations, we decided to assess the 
temporal trends of utilization of the four treatment modalities for localized PCa (CM, PADT, 
radical prostatectomy-RP, radiation therapy-RT) in elderly patients, as well as their associated 
cost. Reimbursement figures were used as a proxy of cost, as previously published.11-15 We 
exclusively focused on clinically localized PCa patients aged ≥80 years within the Surveillance, 
Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER)-Medicare database. We hypothesized an increased use of 
CM and decreased use of PADT, as well as low rates of active therapy such as RT and RP. A 
concordant decline in cost related to treatment of localized PCa in elderly patients was also 
expected.  

Methods 

Data source and study population 
The current study relied on the SEER-Medicare insurance program-linked database.16 Between 
2000 and 2008, we identified patients aged ≥80 years, with clinically localized (stage T1-T2) 
histologically confirmed PCa (International Classification of Disease for Oncology [ICD-O] site 
code 61.9, histologic code 8140). Patients not enrolled in Medicare parts A or B and with health 
maintenance organization enrolment throughout the duration of the study were not considered. 
Patients were not included if PCa was diagnosed at autopsy or on death certificate only or if PCa 
was not the first malignancy recorded. Additional exclusions consisted of clinical stage T3 or T4 
tumors, lymph node invasion and/or distant metastases and patients with unknown clinical stage.  

We exclusively focused on patients who received primary treatment within six months 
after diagnosis. We classified treatment as either CM, RP, any form of RT or PADT. CM was 
defined as absence of active treatment within the first six months following diagnosis. We 
defined active treatment using Common Procedural Terminology, fourth edition (CPT-4), Health-
care Common Procedure Coding System (HCPCS) and International Classification of Disease-
Ninth Revision (ICD-9) codes for RP, any form of RT and PADT (supplementary Table). RP 
group included patients who underwent surgery, with or without additional ADT or external-
beam RT. The RT group included patients with or without additional ADT. ADT included 
chemical (GnRH agonist or antiandrogen or both) or surgical castration. The final population 
resulted in 30,217 assessable patients aged ≥80 years with localized PCa. 
 



 

 

 

Covariates 
For each patient, age at diagnosis, year of diagnosis, race, marital status, United States (US) 
region (Midwest, Northeast, South and West according to the US Census Bureau) and population 
density were recorded. Socioeconomic status (SES) was defined according to three county-
attribute variables (income, education, poverty levels), as previously described.16 The Charlson 
Comorbidity Index (CCI) was derived from Medicare claims recorded up to one year before PCa 
diagnosis, using a previously validated algorithm and categorized as 0 vs. 1 vs. ≥2.17 Tumor 
characteristics assessed included clinical stage (T1 or T2) and WHO grade (well-differentiated, 
moderately-differentiated, and poorly-differentiated disease).  

Medicare reimbursements 
We identified the amounts paid by Medicare for all individual inpatient, outpatient and physician 
services related to PCa diagnosis (code 185), for the first 12 months following diagnosis, during 
each calendar year of the study (2000-2008). The amounts related to individual reimbursements 
were tabulated according to each primary PCa treatment (CM vs. PADT vs. RT vs. RP) and were 
stratified by year of diagnosis. Thus generated amounts were used to tabulate annual 
reimbursement figures for each individual treatment modality. Subsequently, total annual 
reimbursement figures were calculated using the sum of all four examined treatment modalities. 
Finally, proportion contribution to the total annual reimbursements were calculated for each of 
the four examined treatment modalities. Costs were reported in 2016 US dollars, after adjustment 
for annual US inflation rate.18 All reimbursement values were adjusted for age at diagnosis, year 
of diagnosis, race, marital status, US regions, population density, SES, clinical stage, WHO grade 
and CCI, using a log linear regression. 

Statistical analyses 
We first examined the temporal utilization trends for each of the four alternative treatment 
modalities, and graphically depicted it using the lowess smoother weighted function, with 
corresponding 95% confidence intervals. The same methodology was used to assess the median 
annual reimbursement amount trends for each of the four treatment modalities (RT, PADT, RP 
and CM), as well as the trends of each treatment’s contribution to the proportion of the total 
annual Medicare reimbursement amounts. Central tendencies and dispersion measures were 
tabulated for each year of observation. Linear regression was used to test the slope of rates and 
cost of all examined treatment modalities over time. All statistical tests were performed using the 
RStudio graphical interface v.0.98 for R software environment v.3.0.2 (R Foundation, Vienna, 
Austria). All tests were two-sided with a significance level set at p-value <0.05. 

Results  
Overall, 30,217 patients aged ≥80 years were identified between 2000 and 2008. Of those, 12,026 
(39.8%), 10,820 (35.8%), 7,251 (24.0%) and 120 (0.4%) were treated with PADT, CM, RT and 
RP, respectively (Table 1).  



 

 

During the study period, the number of patients treated annually with one of the four 
examined treatment modalities ranged between 2,603 in 2008 to 3,755 in 2002 (Table 2). The 
two dominant treatment modalities throughout the study period (Figure 1) were CM and PADT. 
Specifically, PADT ranked first between 2000 (43.13%) and 2005 (38.48%; Table 2; Figure 1). 
Thereafter, its annual rate decreased to 29.53% in 2008 (p<0.001; Table 2; Figure 1). CM ranked 
second between 2000 (35.75%) and 2005 (36.08%; Table 2; Figure 1). Thereafter, CM became 
the dominant treatment modality (from 36.50% in 2006 to 40.91% in 2008). The most important 
increase in CM use was observed between years 2003 (33.14%) and 2008 (40.91%; Table 2; 
p=0.02; Figure 1). RT ranked third and its annual rate (Table 2) increased from 20.77% in 2000 
to 29.13% in 2008 (p<0.001; Figure 1). The most important increase in RT use was observed 
between year 2003 (21.82%) and 2008 (29.13%). RP ranked fourth and its annual use (Table 2) 
was marginal, with stable rates from 0.35% in 2000 to 0.43% 2008 (p=0.2; Figure 1). 

The median annual reimbursement trends, estimating costs for the treatment of an 
individual patient related to each of the four examined treatment modalities, are shown in Figures 
2A-2D. The median reimbursements for RT ranged from $29,343 in 2000 to $31,090 in 2008 
(p=0.7) vs. for PADT from $18,901 in 2000 to $8,000 in 2008 (p<0.001). The median 
reimbursements for RP ranged from $20,560 in 2000 to $19,580 in 2008 (p=0.9), with the lowest 
average reimbursement value of $13,412 in 2004. RT ranked first within each of the nine 
examined study years. CM ranked last. Specifically, the median reimbursement for CM ranged 
from $1,824 in 2000 to $1,938 in 2008 (p=0.01). On a proportion basis, in year 2000, relative to 
RT, PADT reimbursement amounts represented 64.4% vs. 70.1% for RP vs. 6.2% for CM. In 
year 2008, the same percentages were 25.7% for PADT vs. 63.0% for RP vs. 6.2% for CM. 

The total reimbursement amount for all four treatment modalities examined was 
$52,498,205 in 2000 vs. $31,566,236 in 2008 (Table 2). The highest total reimbursement amount 
was recorded in 2002 ($67,372,730). 

Proportionately (Table 2), PADT reimbursements ranked first (Figure 3) between year 
2000 (54.56%) and 2002 (50.49%), and second thereafter (Table 2). RT reimbursements ranked 
second (Figure 3) from year 2000 (40.65%) to 2002 (45.26%), and first thereafter (Table 2). In 
2008, RT accounted for the highest proportion of annual reimbursements recorded for the four 
examined treatment modalities (72.97%). CM reimbursements ranked third (Figure 3) and 
contributed to 4.42% of the total amount in 2000 and to 6.96% in 2008 (p=0.009; Table 2). RP 
share of cost remained stable during the study period (0.37% in 2000 and 0.67% in 2008; p=0.08; 
Table 2; Figure 3).  

Discussion  
In the current study we hypothesized an increase in the use of CM and a decrease in the use of 
PADT for localized PCa patients aged ≥80 years. We also postulated that the rates of RT or RP 
would be low, given the advanced age of the study cohort. Moreover, a concordant decline in cost 
related to treatment of localized PCa in elderly patients was expected. 
 Our results confirmed some of our hypotheses. Specifically, the two main treatment 
modalities used in patients aged ≥80 years were CM and PADT. Throughout the study years, we 



 

 

observed a decrease in PADT rates and an increase in CM rates. PADT was the dominant 
treatment modality until 2005. Thereafter, CM accounted for the highest treatment rates. 
Moreover, unexpectedly and despite the advanced age of the study cohort, RT rates also 
increased significantly between 2003 and 2008. RT represented the third most frequently used 
modality of the four examined treatments in patients aged ≥80 years. Finally, RP rates remained 
marginally low during the study period.  
 Although RT was only the third most frequently used treatment modality, it accounted for 
the biggest share of cost between 2003 and 2008. The latter stems from its high median cost, 
which ranged from $29,343 to $31,090 and exceeded the median cost of all other examined 
treatment modalities. PADT share of cost decreased during the study period, from 54.56% in year 
2000 to 19.40% in year 2008, with respective medians of $18,901 and $8,000. These figures 
resulted in PADT being the second most important contributor to cumulative cost. CM’s 
contribution to cumulative annual cost also increased from 4.42% in 2000 to 6.96% in 2008, with 
its median cost ranging from $1,824 in 2000 to $1,938 in 2008. RP cost share remained stable 
and marginal, during the study period. It is also of note that the total annual reimbursements for 
all four treatment modalities for localized PCa in patients aged ≥80 years decreased between 
years 2000 ($52,498,205) and 2008 ($31,566,236). 
 Of those observations, several require a comment. First, the proportion of cumulative cost 
related to RT sharply increased over the study period and nearly doubled. This happened out of 
proportion with the increase in RT rates. Indeed, the median cost of RT also increased over the 
study period and exceeded the median cost of all other treatment modalities throughout the study 
period. This finding is consistent with modifications in treatment patterns that occurred in the 
field of radiation oncology. Specifically, we witnessed an increased rate of costly variants of RT, 
such as intensity modulated and proton beam therapy.15,19 It is surprising though, that the uptake 
of such costly procedures occurred at such rapid rate in elderly patients, whose life expectancy 
might not be sufficient to warrant the use of any definitive therapy. Unfortunately, our database 
and its observational form do not allow to fully explore and justify the rationale of treatment 
selection. Despite the high cost of RT, the concordant decrease in PADT rates and the increase in 
CM rates jointly resulted in an overall decline in the total cost related to the treatment of localized 
PCa, in patients aged ≥80 years. It is also of note that as of 2008, the reimbursement figures for 
all treatment modalities declined due to a drop implemented by Medicare administrative.20 
 Other studies reported utilization rates of alternative treatment modalities for localized PCa 
in older patients.21-25 Of those, all focused on men aged ≥75 years or younger. For example, a 
study by Hoffman et al.21 found treatment rates comparable to ours. Specifically, they observed 
that compared to their younger counterparts, men aged ≥75 years were more likely to be treated 
with either PADT or CM, instead of RT or RP. However, other studies reported somewhat 
different findings. For example, Roberts et al.23 and Konety et al.25 reported utilization rates of 
alternative treatment modalities for localized PCa that ranged from 27 to 43% for PADT, 34 to 52 
% for RT, 18 to 19 % for CM and 4 % for RP. It is of note that the proportions of RT use are 
higher and CM use are lower in those reports, than in the current study. These differences could 
be explained by difference in the definition of elderly age that was used. We exclusively relied on 



 

 

patients aged ≥80 years, whereas others used age ≥75 years. Younger patients are more likely to 
undergo active treatment such as RT, due to better health status and longer life-expectancy. It is 
well accepted that RT is more frequently used than RP in elderly patients, since no general 
anesthesia is required and fewer anesthesia related adverse events may be expected.24,26 
 Even though we advocate caution with respect to the use of definitive treatment modalities 
in the elderly, we wish to remind the reader of existing guidelines. The Society of Geriatric 
Oncology (SGO) has established guidelines for management of PCa in older men.27 According to 
these guidelines, clinicians should consider patient comorbidities, dependence status and 
nutritional status, along with tumor characteristics, more than chronological age to establish the 
health status and life-expectancy of elderly patients with localized PCa. According to these 
guidelines, healthy patients aged ≥80 years, with life-expectancy of ≥10 years should benefit 
from active therapy. This is based on similar cancer control outcomes in such selectively 
identified individuals, compared to their younger counterparts.28,29 On the other hand, patients 
with poor health status and low life-expectancy should undergo CM, as their probability of dying 
of cancer related causes is low.26,30 This said, no recommendation stipulates the use of PADT for 
localized PCa, in any patient including those aged ≥80 years. Moreover, changes in Medicare 
reimbursement policies for PADT further discouraged the use of this modality.31 
 To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to examine the patterns of use of alternative 
treatment modalities for localized PCa and their cost in patients aged ≥80 years. This assessment 
is important, as the aging of the population will contribute to increasingly higher proportion of 
elderly individuals diagnosed with localized PCa. This in turn, will require from clinicians a 
careful selection of treatment modalities for elderly patients and judicious use of health resources 
and health dollars.  
 Our study is not devoid of limitations. First, it relies on the SEER-Medicare database, as 
well as Medicare reimbursements, that are specific to the United States. Hence, the patterns 
observed in terms of use and cost according to the type of treatment may be different in the 
presence of other insurance providers and in analyses based on institutional charges. Moreover, 
differences in treatment assignment and cost figures could be observed in other countries than 
United States. In consequence, future studies are needed to confirm our findings. Moreover, our 
cost analyses relied on reimbursements related to PCa in the first year following diagnosis, using 
the ICD-9 PCa diagnostic code (185). This methodology may result in potential misclassification, 
due to omission or excessive use of this code. However, this potential limitation applies equally 
to all examined treatment modalities. Additionally, combination of RP and RT with other 
treatment modalities, such as ADT, may affect cost estimates. Last but not least, we examined 
trends between 2000 and 2008. However, cost and utilization rate figures may have changed in 
more contemporary years. For example, cost of most contemporary RT may have even further 
escalated. The reimbursement figures may or may have not followed that trend. Conversely, the 
most contemporary rates of RT use might have decreased in patients aged ≥80 years. 
  



 

 

Conclusions 
Our results, focusing on localized PCa treatment in patients aged ≥80 years, showed that a 
surprisingly elevated proportion of elderly received RT. Moreover, an important increase in rates, 
median cost and proportion of cumulative cost related to RT was observed during the study 
period. 
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Figures and Tables 
 
Fig. 1. Temporal trends of treatments utilization for patients aged ≥80 years with localized 
prostate cancer: conservative management (CM) vs. radical prostatectomy (RP) vs. radiation 
therapy (RT) vs. primary androgen-deprivation therapy (PADT), as recorded in 30 217 patients 
between 2000 and 2008, within SEER-Medicare database (dotted lines: 95% confidence interval). 
 

 
  



 

 

Fig. 2. Median annual reimbursement trends according to each treatment modality, for localized 
prostate patients aged ≥80 years within SEER-Medicare database, between 2000 and 2008. (A) 
radiation therapy (n=7251); (B) primary androgen-deprivation therapy (n=12 026); (C) radical 
prostatectomy (n=120);and (D) conservative management (n=10,820). All reimbursement 
values were adjusted for patient and tumour characteristics. 
 

 
 
 



 

 

 
 

 
 



 

 

 
 
  



 

 

Fig. 3. Temporal trends depicting the proportion of the total annual reimbursement related to 
each of the four treatment modalities for localized prostate cancer: conservative management 
(CM) vs. radical prostatectomy (RP) vs. radiation therapy (RT) vs. primary androgen-deprivation 
therapy (PADT), as recorded in 30 217 patients aged ≥80 years between 2000 and 2008, within 
SEER-Medicare database. Annual cumulative reimbursement reflects a period of 12 months from 
diagnosis (dotted lines: 95% confidence interval). All reimbursement values were adjusted for 
patient and tumor characteristics. 
 



 

 

 
 
 

Table 1. Descriptive characteristics of 30 217 patients aged ≥80 years with localized prostate cancer treated with 
either CM, RP, RT, or PADT between 2000 and 2008 within SEER-Medicare database 

Variables 
Treatment modalities 

CM 
n=10 820 (35.8%) 

RP 
n=120 (0.4%) 

RT 
n=7251 (24.0%) 

PADT 
n=12 026 (39.8%) 

Age at diagnosis, year 
Median 
Range 

83 
80‒102 

81.5 
80‒94 

82 
80‒97 

84 
82‒107 

Socioeconomic status, n (%) 
Low 
High 
Unknown 

5529 (51.1) 
5167 (47.8) 
124 (1.1) 

* 
62 (51.7) 

* 

3854 (53.2) 
3337 (46) 
60 (0.8) 

5953 (49.5) 
5912 (49.2) 
161 (1.3) 

Charlson Comorbidity Index, n (%) 
0 
1 
2 

4771 (44.1) 
1930 (17.8) 
4119 (38.1) 

60 (50.0) 
20 (16.7) 
40 (33.3) 

3451 (47.6) 
1421 (19.6) 
2379 (32.8) 

5134 (42.7) 
2350 (19.5) 
4542 (37.8) 

U.S. region**, n (%) 
Midwest 
Northeast 
South 
West 

1538 (14.2) 
2017 (18.6) 
2332 (21.6) 
4933 (45.6) 

11 (9.2) 
11 (9.2) 
12 (10.0) 
86 (71.6) 

975 (13.4) 
1751 (24.1) 
1523 (21.0) 
3002 (41.4) 

1757 (14.6) 
2420 (20.1) 
2893 (24.1) 
4956 (41.2) 

Marital status, n (%) 
Married 
Unmarried 
Unknown 

5829 (53.9) 
2971 (27.5) 
2020 (18.7) 

90 (75.0) 
* 
* 

5066 (69.9) 
1586 (21.9) 
599 (8.3) 

6177 (51.4) 
2887 (24.0) 
2962 (24.6) 



 

 

Population density, n (%) 
Urban 
Rural 

9082 (83.9) 
1738 (16.1) 

* 
* 

6269 (86.5) 
982 (13.5) 

9,741 (81.0) 
2,285 (19.0) 

Grade, n (%) 
Well-differentiated 
Moderately differentiated 
Poorly differentiated 
Undifferentiated/anaplastic 
Unknown 

557 (5.1) 
6348 (58.7) 
3382 (31.2) 

29 (0.3) 
504 (4.7) 

* 
* 

69 (57.5) 
* 
* 

78 (1.1) 
3164 (43.6) 
3889 (53.6) 

28 (0.4) 
92 (1.3) 

182 (1.5) 
4805 (40.0) 
6676 (55.5) 

58 (0.5) 
305 (2.5) 

Race, n (%) 
White 
Black 
Other 
Unknown 

9077 (83.9) 
1077 (9.9) 
647 (6.0) 
19 (0.2) 

* 
* 
* 
* 

6112 (84.3) 
495 (6.8) 

* 
* 

9947 (82.7) 
1155 (9.6) 
904 (7.5) 
20 (0.2) 

*Masked for protection of patient confidentiality reasons, as per National Cancer Institute regulations. **Based on regions designated by the 
U.S. Census Bureau. CM: conservative management; PADT: primary androgen-deprivation therapy; RP: radical prostatectomy; RT: 
radiation therapy. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

CM: conservative management; PADT: primary androgen deprivation therapy; RP: radical prostatectomy; RT: radiation therapy. 
  

Table 2. Annual utilization rates of alternative treatment modalities, namely CM, RP, RT, and PADT for patients aged ≥80 years with localized 
prostate cancer and their annual share of cost recorded for the initial 12 months following diagnosis, between 2000-20008, within SEER-
Medicare database 
Year of study 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 

Number of patients 
treated, n 3331 3594 3755 3539 3543 3279 3391 3182 2603 

Rate of treatment (%) 
CM 
RP 
RT 
PADT  

35.75 
0.35 
20.77 
43.13 

35.33 
0.38 
20.95 
43.34 

34.53 
0.40 
21.19 
43.88 

33.14 
0.38 
21.82 
44.66 

34.23 
0.41 
23.15 
42.21 

36.08 
0.38 
25.06 
38.48 

36.50 
0.42 
27.08 
36.00 

37.83 
0.46 
28.51 
33.20 

40.91 
0.43 
29.13 
29.53 

Cumulative cost, US 
$ 52 498 205 56 231 917 67 372 730 63 587 682 57 734 801 46 782 316 50 321 689 46 155 006 31 566 236 

Proportion of cost (%) 
CM 
RP 
RT 
PADT  

4.42 
0.37 
40.65 
54.56 

4.05 
0.44 
42.62 
52.89 

3.81 
0.44 
45.26 
50.49 

3.69 
0.38 
49.24 
46.69 

4.31 
0.37 
56.12 
39.20 

5.00 
0.36 
62.99 
31.65 

5.21 
0.54 
67.55 
26.70 

5.80 
0.66 
70.84 
22.70 

6.96 
0.67 
72.97 
19.40 



 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Supplementary Table 1. Procedure codes for determining treatment type 
Treatment ICD 9 procedure 

codes  
CPT codes/HCPCS 

Androgen-deprivation therapy  99.24,62.4,62.41, 
62.42 
 

54520,54690,S0175,S9560,J1050,J1051,J1950,J3315,J9202,J9217, 
J9218,J9219,J9165,C9216,C9430,G0356,J0128,S0165,J9225,J1056,J1380, 
J1390,J0970,J1000,J1410 

Radical prostatectomy  60.5,17.42 55866,55810,55812,55815,55840,55842,55845 
Any form of radiation therapy 
 

92.23,92.24,92.25, 
92.26,92.27 
 

77331,77332,77333,77334,77338,77399,77380,77381,77520,77522,77523,
77525,4165F,77418,0073T,G0174,77402,77403,77404,77406,77407,77408,
77409,77411,77412,77413,77414,77416,77422,77423,4200F,G0251,G033, 
G0340,G0243,G0173               
55859,55875,55876,55860,55862,55865,77750,77751,77752,77753,77754,
77755,77756,77757,77758,77759,77760,77761,77762,77763,77764,77765,
77766,77767,77768,77769,77770,77771,77772,77773,77774,77775,77776,
77777,77778,77779,77780,77781,77782,77783,77784,77785,77786,77787,
77788,77789,77790,77791,77792,77793,77794,77795,77796,77797,77798,
77799,Q3001,A9527,C1164,C1174,C1325,C1350,C1700,C1701,C1703, 
C1704,C1705,C1706,C1707,C1708,C1709,C1710,C1711,C1712,C1715, 
C1716,C1717,C1718,C1719,C1720,C1728,C1790,C1791,C1792,C1793, 
C1794,C1795,C1796,C1797,C1798,C1799,C1800,C1801,C1802,C1803, 
C1804,C1805,C1806,C2616,C2638,C2639,C2640,C2641,C2632,C2633, 
C2634,C2635,C2636,C2637,C2642,C2643,C2698,C2699,C9725,G0261, 
G0256    


